
BY JOSEPH CAUGHMAN 

AS an applications programmer, I have worked with
COBOL applications for more than 13 years. While

COBOL is a good business applications language, I have
found it sometimes difficult to keep track of where I am in a
program. It is not always evident if a variable is part of
working storage or if it is part of a copy library member. For
example, to access the definition of a copybook variable I
have to compile the program and look at the
compiled listing for the variable. The same is
true for macro copy paragraphs, where the
paragraph is a member name in the copy
library. In complicated programs the
program logic can become over-
whelming. For example, to view a
PERFORMed paragraph, it is
necessary to find the paragraph
beginning in column 8, sometimes
in column 9. That paragraph may
contain PERFORMed paragraphs
also. Once I find the paragraph, I
sometimes have trouble finding my
original point in the program. Further
complications occur when a program calls
another program. After a while it became obvious
that I was spending more time managing the complexity
of a series of programs and less time analyzing these pro-
grams. To solve this problem, I wrote the Program
Navigator, a REXX macro that will assist me in navigating
COBOL programs.

PROGRAM NAVIGATOR UTILITY OVERVIEW

I wrote Program Navigator to help programmers debug
logic in the current program or within called subprograms.
Program Navigator provides two functions. The first function

allows the programmer to navigate program logic by pro-
viding the means to follow the logic flow that is dictated by
the PERFORM, GO TO, CALL, and INPUT/OUTPUT
PROCEDURE statements. The second function allows the
programmer to find the Working Storage or copy library
reference of a variable or the copy library reference of a
macro copy paragraph. A macro copy paragraph is frequently

used in COBOL programs when a common function
such as input/output or error control logic is

used in multiple programs. So, instead of
having to code the logic multiple times,

a PERFORM statement which calls
the particular paragraph is used. The
paragraph is included in the pro-
gram at compile time. Program
Navigator provides these two func-
tions through the PF1 key.

HOW PROGRAM
NAVIGATOR WORKS

Program Navigator makes extensive
use of macro label commands that allow it to

mark the current position of the cursor to provide
a reference for the return to that position. To illustrate,

while editing a program, say that the programmer wants to go
to the paragraph referenced by a PERFORM. In this case, the
paragraph to be performed is 0800-APPLY-RP7-PREM. The
cursor is placed on the paragraph name and PF1 is pressed,
as shown in Figure 1. First, a .HEREA label is place in the
number column of that statement, as shown in Figure 2, and
then the actual paragraph is displayed, as shown in Figure 3.
The same sequence of events will occur if the cursor is placed
over another PERFORM paragraph except that the label for
that line will be marked as .HEREB. This series of events can
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occur for up to 26 levels. The program is
keeping track of the level of the label and
stores this information in a profile variable,
as shown in Figure 4. To return to the prior
level, or in this case to 0800-APPLY-RP7-
PREM, the cursor is placed on the command
line and PF1 is pressed. The last invocation
forced the label to level B. To return to the
prior level the label is decreased to level
A. The LOCATE command returns the
cursor position to the designated label,
shown as follows:

“ISREDIT LOCATE .HERE”ALPHA””

Since the label level is defined in ALPHA
and the level is to return to A, the command
resolves to the following:

“ISREDIT LOCATE .HEREA”

The cursor now returns to the original starting
point, as shown in Figure 5. The cursor labels
are reusable because duplicate labels are
never assigned by ISPF. If a new .HEREA
label was assigned at a new location, the one
at the old location would disappear.

This description also applies to the INPUT
PROCEDURE, OUTPUT PROCEDURE,
and the GO TO commands. In the case of
the GO TO command, the cursor is placed
over a number in the GO TO list. Program
Navigator takes the program to the section
referenced by the GO TO.

For called sub-modules referenced by the
CALL statement, the cursor is placed over
the name of the sub-module, as shown in
Figure 6. To provide a return reference, a
label is placed in the line number of the state-
ment, as shown in Figure 7. The sub-module
is then edited. The edit point will occur at the
PROCEDURE DIVISION of the module, as
shown in Figure 8. This feature is enabled by
the initial macro program, INITMAC.
Program Navigator consists of two programs,
PNAV and INITMAC. PNAV is the master
program that controls the routines necessary
to resolve search requests. INITMAC controls
the initialization of the label levels and
provides the edit point function described
previously. An interesting point to note
about an ISPF edit request is that it places a
new control stack on top of the old one. This
is important in terms of the label level
assignment. On an initial program edit, the
label level is A. For each nested PER-
FORM, INPUT/OUTPUT PROCEDURE,
or GO TO request, the level increases to
the next level. The next level, in this initial
program case, is B. If a subprogram is

edited, the level is initialized to A. The old
level of B still exists in the old control
stack. So, in the current stack, Program
Navigator can work as though it never
knew of the old stack. The same will be
true if a subprogram is called from the
current subprogram. A third control stack
will be added, oblivious to the older two
stacks. In the case where the main program
called the subprogram, if the subprogram
is exited, the label level is destroyed and
the label level of the prior stack is
assumed, in this case B.

The function flow of Program Navigator
is to first attempt to find the paragraph
referenced by a PERFORM, INPUT PRO-
CEDURE, OUTPUT PROCEDURE, or a
GO TO. It attempts to find the paragraph by
searching from the bottom of the program
until it reaches the PROCEDURE DIVISION.
If found, the cursor will point to the para-
graph. If not found, the logic searches for
COPY definitions in the Procedure
Division and sweeps the contents of the
copy definitions looking for the name. For
CALLED subroutines, the subroutine name
is edited from one of the source libraries
that was provided when Program Navigator
was set up. For COBOL variables, the
Working Storage is searched first for the
exact name of the variable. If not found,
then the copybooks, defined by the Working
Storage COPY commands, are searched
until the variable is found.

When Program Navigator is set up, the
install program requests a concatenation list
of source libraries and copy libraries to use
as a reference to resolve CALL statements
and variable definitions.

INSTALLING THE PROGRAM
NAVIGATOR UTILITY

First, you will need to download program
CAUG1200.TXT from the NaSPA web site
at www.naspa.com by clicking on “Technical
Support” and then “Coding Examples.” Once
downloaded, rename the file to INSTAL01
and upload it to the system SYSEXEC on the
mainframe. The 3270 Transfer pull-down
window will provide the upload capability. If
you have an older version of the emulator,
perform the following steps:

1. On a TSO session go to option 6.
2. Clear the command line.
3. Note the session letter at the bottom of

the screen. Usually it is A or B for a

two-session emulator. On a MS-DOS
session, go to the directory in which
the downloaded program resides. Then
key in the following:

SEND C:INSTAL01 B:’SYS3.SYSEXEC(INSTAL01)’
ASCII CRLF

The SEND format sends file INSTAL01 in
the C: directory on the PC to the B: session,
and uploads it to dataset SYS3.SYSEXEC.
Note that SYS3.SYSEXEC will probably
be different on your installation. Use the
dataset that is allocated for CLIST and
REXX programs. The B: indicated the session
on my 3270 session. Use the one noted at
the bottom of your session.

INSTAL01 is a self-extracting program
that will load the Program Navigator pro-
grams to the SYSEXEC library. Once
installed, edit INSTAL01 and type
INSTAL01 on the command line. Follow
the instructions and provide the required
information. The information needed is the
concatenation of source and copy library
datasets needed for search requests. Several
new programs will be loaded to the
SYSEXEC area; PNAV and INITMAC are
required programs. A panel called SSPANEL
and a REXX program called SMARTST are
also installed in SYSEXEC. They are part
of the set up process and can be deleted
afterwards. Rerunning INSTAL01 will
cause these two modules to be recreated.

To properly utilize the Program Navigator
utility, the ISPF edit profile needs to be
modified to change the initial macro, or
IMACRO, definition. The IMACRO definition
is utilized for the SOURCE and COPY
libraries and must be set. This needs to be
performed only once for each account id.

To modify the SOURCE library:

1. Edit any member in your test
source library (in my case I used
PMS723.QUA1.SOURCE; you will
need to use the SOURCE library
dataset specific to your installation).
This allows the PROFILE to be
modified in order to use the INITMAC.

2. Type PROFILE.
3. Type PROFILE UNLOCK.
4. Type IMACRO INITMAC.
5. Type PROFILE LOCK.
6. Type KEYS.
7. Change PF1 to PNAV. Any PF key can

be used.

To modify the COPY library:
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1. Edit a member in the test COPY
library (in my case I used
PMS723.QUA1.MACLIB). This
step allows the PROFILE command
to be used.

2. Type PROFILE.
3. Type PROFILE UNLOCK.
4. Type IMACRO INITMAC.
5. Type PROFILE LOCK.

To explain why the above steps are nec-
essary, ISPF provides the ability to execute
an Initial Macro, which is defined by
IMACRO, when a source or copy library
member is edited. The first set up procedure
defines INITMAC as the initial macro for all
source libraries. The second set up procedure
defines INITMAC as the initial macro for
all copy libraries. When the programmer
edits a COBOL program, the initial macro
INITMAC runs briefly and sets up the initial
label definitions for that program.

SUMMARY

The Program Navigator has been a
tremendous asset for me and my fellow
associates at West Bend Mutual. The tool is
used throughout the IT department and is
recognized as a production tool. It has
simplified the programming staff’s job of
analyzing our more than 3,000 COBOL
programs by allowing us to focus on the
analytical work instead of being distracted
by the complexity of program logic. The
utility is just one of many production tools
that I have written for my shop.

NaSPA member Joseph Caughman is an
applications programmer with 13 years expe-
rience working with COBOL and Assembler on
the MVS, or now OS/390 system. This also
includes CLIST, REXX and ISPF applications. A
graduate of the University of South Carolina,
he spent the first five years of his career with
Policy Management Systems Corporation
(PMSC), a major producer of insurance appli-
cations software. He currently works for the
West Bend Mutual Insurance Company, in
West Bend, WI. He can be contacted via email
at jcaughman@wbmi.com.
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000387            IF PMDUXC1-RISK-UNIT = ‘556   ‘       
000388                 PERFORM 0800-APPLY-RP7-PREM.      

The cursor is placed over 0800-APPLY-RP7-PREM and PF1 is pressed.

FIGURE 1: COBOL CODE TO DEMONSTRATE HOW THE PARAGRAPH IS MARKED 

000387            IF PMDUXC1-RISK-UNIT = ‘556   ‘       
.HEREA                PERFORM 0800-APPLY-RP7-PREM.      

The line number is replaced with the label .HEREA to provide a return reference.

FIGURE 2: RETURN LABEL ASSIGNMENT 

000574        0800-APPLY-RP7-PREM.                     
000575            IF PMDUXC1-RISK-UNIT = ‘556   ‘      
000576                 PERFORM 1000-GET-MIN-PREMIUM.

The paragraph defined by the PERFORM statement is now shown.

FIGURE 3: FLOW DISPLAY 

000387            IF PMDUXC1-RISK-UNIT = ‘556   ‘       
000388                 PERFORM 0800-APPLY-RP7-PREM.      

The starting point is shown again. 

FIGURE 5: RETURN FLOW DISPLAY

“ISPEXEC VGET (LEVEL) PROFILE”  /*retrieves the profiled LEVEL variable*/
“ISPEXEC VPUT (LEVEL) PROFILE”  /*saves the profile LEVEL variable*/

FIGURE 4: VARIABLE PROFILE

021286            CALL ‘MDDRBAG’ USING INFORMATION-RECORD     
021286                  PROPERTY-EXTENSION-RECORD             
021286                  LS-POLICY-INFO-AREA                   
021286                  LS-USER-REC-AREA                      
021286                  LS-JULIAN-DATE-AREA.

The cursor is placed over MDDRBAG and PF1 is pressed.

FIGURE 6: COBOL PROGRAM CALL 

.HEREA           CALL ‘MDDRBAG’ USING INFORMATION-RECORD     
021286                  PROPERTY-EXTENSION-RECORD             
021286                  LS-POLICY-INFO-AREA                   
021286                  LS-USER-REC-AREA                      
021286                  LS-JULIAN-DATE-AREA.

A .HEREA label is placed in the CALL line to provide a return reference to the line.

FIGURE 7: RETURN LABEL ASSIGNMENT 

EDIT       PMS723.PRD1.SOURCE(MDDRBAG) 
Command ===>                                                
000153                                                      
000154        PROCEDURE DIVISION USING                      
000155                     INFORMATION-RECORD               
000156                     PROPERTY-EXTENSION-RECORD        
000157                     LS-POLICY-INFO-AREA              
000158                     LS-USER-REC-AREA                 
000159                     LS-JULIAN-DATE-AREA              
000160                     LS-COUNTERS

MDDRBAG is now edited with the cursor at the PROCEDURE DIVISION.

FIGURE 8: FLOW RESULT OF CALL 


